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Abstract 

Background: Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is a widely used technique for rehabilitation in physical therapy, however 

it causes muscle fatigue more rapidly than does voluntary contraction. In clinical practice, it becomes necessary to monitor muscle 

fatigue during NMES protocols to adjust the parameters of electrical current stimulation and, thus, increase stimulation time. Objectives: 

The aim of this study is to use mechanomyography (MMG) as a means of evaluating peripheral muscle fatigue during the execution of 

an NMES protocol. Methods: An MMG signal acquisition system and an experimental protocol were developed. During in vivo tests, 10 

participants performed maximal voluntary contractions (MVCs) for knee extension. A maximization phase was conducted with dynamic 

contractions generated by NMES at 10% of MVC (100 Hz, 400 µs) on the quadriceps muscle, and the main NMES protocol occurred 

at 30% of MVC (50 Hz, 400 µs). Simultaneously, MMGRMS (amplitude) and MMGMPF (frequency) signals of the rectus femoris and the 

knee extension torque were acquired. Results: The tendency line of the MMGRMS was descendant, indicating that MMGRMS correlates 

with torque amplitude. However, MMGMPF did not show a significant correlation with torque for the present NMES protocol. Conclusions: 

MMG is a technique that can be simultaneously applied to NMES because there is no electrical interference and it can be used during 

functional movements in the NMES-generated muscle contraction.

Article registered in the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR) under the number ACTRN12609000866202.
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Resumo

Contextualização: A estimulação elétrica neuromuscular (EENM) é uma técnica bastante utilizada na área da reabilitação em fisioterapia, 

porém a instalação da fadiga ocorre de maneira mais rápida se comparada à contração voluntária. Na prática clínica, torna-se 

necessário monitorar a fadiga muscular em protocolos de EENM, visando adequar os parâmetros da corrente elétrica e prolongar o 

tempo de estimulação. Objetivos: O objetivo deste estudo foi utilizar a mecanomiografia como meio de avaliação da fadiga muscular 

periférica durante a aplicação de um protocolo de EENM. Métodos: Um sistema de aquisição de sinais mecanomiográficos (MMG) e 

um protocolo experimental foram desenvolvidos. Durante os ensaios in vivo com 10 voluntários, foram realizados testes de contração 

voluntária máxima (CVM) para extensão do joelho. Realizou-se uma fase de potencialização com contrações dinâmicas produzidas 

por EENM a 10% da CVM (100 Hz, 400 µm) no músculo quadríceps femoral, e o protocolo de EENM propriamente dito ocorreu a 30% 

da CVM (50 Hz, 400 µm). Simultaneamente, foram adquiridos os sinais de MMGRMS (amplitude) e MMGMPF (frequência) do músculo reto 

femoral e de torque (amplitude) para a extensão do joelho. Resultados: A linha de tendência da MMGRMS foi descendente, indicando 

que a MMGRMS relaciona-se à amplitude do torque. Porém, a MMGMPF não teve uma boa correlação com o torque para este protocolo 

de EENM. Conclusões: A MMG pode ser aplicada simultaneamente à EENM, pois não ocorre interferência elétrica, e pode ser utilizada 

na realização de movimentos funcionais na contração muscular gerada por EENM. 

Artigo registrado no Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (ANZCTR) sob o número ACTRN12609000866202.
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Introduction 
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is a tech-

nique by which an electrical current is applied to induce muscle 
contractions and produce functional movements in individu-
als with neurologic diseases or to promote muscle strengthen-
ing in order to improve their physical performance1-3. NMES 
is believed to provide muscle strengthening by means of a 
mechanism that is different from voluntary contraction4,5. In a 
voluntary muscle contraction, the smaller motor neurons that 
innervate the slow-twitch fibers are activated first, followed by 
the larger motor neurons that innervate the fast-twitch fibers. 
However, the recruitment sequence of muscle fibers is inverted 
during the application of the NMES, i.e. the fast-twitch fibers 
(less resistant to fatigue) are recruited first6. Furthermore, 
NMES stimulates a fixed set of motor units, resulting in the 
precipitation of muscle fatigue when the skeletal muscles are 
electrically activated5. 

It is important to measure muscle strength in its relationship 
with the muscle’s contractile characteristics during continuous 
electrical stimulation so that a better control of NMES can be 
achieved3. In the clinical practice of physical therapy, muscle 
fatigue must be assessed during the application of the NMES 
protocols to adapt the current parameters to the stimulated 
muscles and minimize the harmful effects caused by the onset 
of muscle fatigue (pain, fibrillation, and torque reduction)7, 
thus optimizing the benefits of the technique. Lactate analysis, 
electromyography (EMG) and mechanomyography (MMG) 
have already been described in the literature as techniques to 
assess the variations that occur in the muscle before and dur-
ing the onset of fatigue3,8,9. However, the first two techniques 
have limitations concerning the assessment of synaptic fatigue 
and the application during the NMES. Lactate analysis only in-
dicates metabolic fatigue9, and EMG suffers interference from 
the NMES signal, leading to saturation of the EMG signal.

MMG is a non-invasive method that does not suffer any 
interference from the electrical stimulation device while the 
muscle signal is being collected10-12. By using this technique, 
the signal of the muscle vibration can be captured and used 
to study mechanical aspects involved in the voluntary muscle 
contraction12 and to assess muscle fatigue13. The assessment 
of muscle fatigue through MMG during the application of an 
NMES protocol has already been described by Gobbo et al.13, 
however only the parameters of the mechanomyographic root 
mean square amplitude (MMGRMS) and torque were assessed. 
The parameter related to signal frequency was not included in 
the evaluation. 

In the present study, we hypothesized the existence of 
changes in the mechanomyographic mean power frequency 
(MMGMPF), as well as variations in the MMGRMS, concomitantly 

to changes in torque during the onset of peripheral muscle fa-
tigue in the application of an NMES protocol. Thus, the objec-
tive of the study was to assess the behavior of the MMGMPF and 
MMGRMS during an NMES protocol.

Methods 
The experimental protocol was applied to ten healthy male 

individuals aged 26.7±5.35 years (mean±SD), 1.77±0.06 m in 
height, weighing 79.60±9.73 kg and with a BMI of 25.17±2.37. 
All participants were aware of the protocol to be carried out 
and signed an informed consent form. The study was approved 
by the Human Research Ethics Committee of Pontifícia Uni-
versidade Católica do Paraná (PUCPR), CAAE:001.0,084,000-05 
(CEP 514, FR 055738). The experimental protocol was compo-
sed of three phases: isometric assessment, potentialization, 
and application of the NMES protocol.

Isometric assessment

This phase aimed to measure the maximal voluntary 
isometric contraction (MVIC) to serve as a reference for the 
potentialization and for the application of the NMES protocol. 
Initially, the participants warmed up on the cycle ergometer 
(Caloi®, Caloicicle Eletronic Pulse), for 5 minutes14. After the 
warm-up, they were placed on the isokinetic dynamometer 
chair (Cybex®, Norm 7000) for the isometric assessment. The 
hip was positioned and fixed at 100º, and the axis of the knee to 
be assessed was positioned on the same axis of the dynamom-
eter at a 60º flexion, as described by Ruiter et al.1, in order to 
obtain the stabilization of the segments and better torque. All 
tests involved the knee of the dominant lower limb (right side 
for all participants).

The isometric assessment consisted of two submaximal 
and one maximal contraction14,15 of the knee extensors, each 
contraction lasting five seconds, so that the participant could 
learn the movement, become familiar with the apparatus, and 
recruit the motor units15, with a five-second interval between 
contractions. Next, three more MVICs were performed, each 
repetition lasting five seconds, considering the maximal torque 
generated among the three repetitions. A two-minute rest was 
observed between the tests (resting time also used in studies 
carried out by Ebersole et al.16 and Beck et al.17) and before the 
potentialization phase.

Potentialization

Prior to the application of the NMES protocol, a poten-
tialization phase was carried out by means of low-intensity, 
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short-duration stimulation of the quadriceps femoris. The 
potentialization aimed to promote motor-unit activation and 
to reduce stimulation time and intensity in order to achieve 
the desired contractile force. In this phase, the intent was not 
to produce muscle fatigue. For the muscle stimulation (both 
for the potentialization and application of the NMES proto-
col), two self-adhesive electrodes were used (5 cm x 9 cm). 
The skin’s electrical impedance was reduced by shaving and 
by cleaning the skin with alcohol to remove dead cells and 
oil. A stimulation electrode was positioned 10 cm below the 
iliac crest and another 5 cm above the superior edge of the 
patella18,19 (Figure 1), promoting local stimulation20.

The potentialization was carried out in the same position 
on the isokinetic dynamometer, so that the torque could be 
observed in this phase. It started with a stimulation of 10% of 
MVIC. The stimulation current was generated by an electrical 
stimulator (KLD®, Endophasys NMS0501) in FES PAM mode 
(modulation by pulse amplitude). The stimulation current was 
a biphasic square wave pulse of 400 µs duration21 and 100 Hz 
frequency2,13, with five-second stimulation and five-second rest 
for three contractions. After the potentialization, a two-minute 
rest was observed, followed by the fatigue protocol itself, with 
NMES of 30% of MVIC. 

Application of the NMES protocol

The NMES protocol aimed to promote peripheral muscle 
fatigue by means of continuous muscle contraction without 
rests for the metabolic fiber recovery, so that the MMG signal 
and torque variables could be observed. The protocol consisted 
in applying the NMES and capturing the MMG and torque sig-
nals for comparison. In the application of the developed stimu-
lation protocol, the electrodes were kept in the same position 

as used in the potentialization, but the burst frequency was 
set at 50 Hz (studies report that force peaks are generated at 
50 Hz and reach a plateau above this frequency2,22), until 30% 
of MVIC23. When the stimulator’s output current intensity was 
reached to generate 30% of MVIC, it was maintained, and the 
stimulation time began (120 seconds; time used in NMES pro-
tocols on the quadriceps femoris to support a paraplegic in a 
standing position24). A sustained isometric contraction was 
carried out for 120 seconds, and the participants did not per-
form any MVICs associated with the application of the NMES. 
The MMG and torque signals were measured throughout the 
application of the NMES protocol, and only the signals of this 
phase were processed and analyzed.

MMG signal acquisition system

A system of MMG signal capture was developed to meet 
the need to assess muscle fatigue concomitantly to the NMES 
application. An electrical circuit for MMG signal acquisition 
was designed using sensors with a triaxial accelerometer25,26. 
This accelerometer has a sensitivity adjustment that consid-
ers the value of the normal acceleration of gravity (g) as a ba-
sis for the calculation. The sensor output was set to 800 mV/V 
and pre-amplified with a gain of 100 V/V. Nevertheless, only 
the oscillations were recorded, and the static acceleration 
was discarded by filtering the lower frequencies. The system 
also captured variations in three axes (Figure 1), which better 
represents the oscillations that occur in the muscle during 
the contraction. 

The system with the sensor was calibrated by employing a 
sine-wave signal generator (PASCO Digital Function®, model 
PI-9587C) connected to a PASCO SF-9324 mechanical wave 
driver. The generator produced a sine-wave signal at various 
frequencies (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 30, 35 
and 40 Hz with two-decimal-place precision). The MMG sensor 
was positioned on the mechanical wave driver and satisfacto-
rily measured all the frequencies, suffering only decimal-place 
variations and the influence of the low-frequency harmonics. 
During a muscle contraction, either voluntary or prompted by 
the NMES, the frequencies in the various motor units overlap 
in the captured signal. Therefore, the emergence of harmonics 
does not affect the final analysis of the MMG signal. In order to 
test the reproducibility, the test was repeated with the generator 
connected to a subwoofer (PIONEER®, model TSW256DVC). 
The test with the subwoofer was even more precise than with 
the mechanical wave driver. 

During the application of the NMES protocol, the signals 
of the three MMG axes and the torque signal were captured 
simultaneously to the application of the electrical current. 
The MMG sensor was positioned on the skin by using double-

Figure 1. A) Placement of stimulation electrodes, B1) Axis 1, B2) Axis 
2 and B3) Axis 3 of mechanomyography sensor.
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sided adhesive tape on the muscle belly of the rectus femo-
ris25. The MMG and torque signals were converted into 12-bit 
digital signals and processed using the software LabVIEW 
(National Instruments®, Austin, TX). By using this software, 
the digital MMG signal was filtered with a 4-40 Hz 10th or-
der band-pass Butterworth filter27. The Fast Discrete Fourier 
Transform (FDFT) with a 1-second Hanning Window was 
applied to obtain the signal in the frequency domain. The 
power spectral density (PSD) was also corrected after this 
windowing. The torque signal was not digitally filtered. The 
sample frequency was 1 kHz, both for the MMG and torque 
signals. After the conversion of these parameters to Excel®, 
it was possible to observe the data and analyze the patterns 
found in the signals.

Statistical analysis

The parameters of the MMG signal chosen for analysis 
were the root mean square amplitude (RMS) and mean power 
frequency (MPF) of the MMG signal (MMGRMS and MMGMPF, re-
spectively), and also the torque signal. In order to compare the 
MMGRMS and MMGMPF values of each axis, the cross-correlation 
coefficient between these two parameters was calculated to 
determine which axis of the MMG signal would be the most 
significant and from which the analysis would be made. Finally, 
the tendency curve with a 6th order polynomial adjustment was 
plotted on Excel® to understand the behavior of the MMGRMS, 
MMGMPF and torque during the application of the stimulation 
protocol based on the normalized mean values found in all 
participants. The 6th order polynomial adjustment was used for 
all the variables to form the tendency curve because it was the 
adjustment that best represented the signals and had the high-
est coefficient of determination when compared to the linear, 
exponential, or polynomial adjustments of different orders. 

Results 
Based on the analysis of the cross-correlation coefficients 

between the MMGRMS and MMGMPF values, it was observed 
that, for the rectus femoris muscle, the most significant axis for 
capturing the muscle vibration signal was axis 3 with a value 
of 0.654, whereas axis 2 had 0.559. Axis 1 had very low MMGRMS 
and was, therefore, excluded from the study. The following re-
sults are based on the analysis of axis 3 of the MMG and torque, 
which were captured simultaneously.

As regards the MMGMPF, the mean values oscillated widely. 
However, when represented by the tendency curve, they were 
reduced at the beginning of the protocol, coinciding with the 
moment of rise in stimulation intensity, until the moment the 

torque values dropped (MMGRMS values in approximately 55% 
of the plateau of the MMGMPF value; Figure 2). After this period, 
there was a stabilization of the MMGMPF during the stimulation. 
However, after approximately 100 seconds of constant stimula-
tion, with continuous current intensity, the MMGMPF gradually 
decreased to values below 40% of the MMGMPF plateau, unlike 
the tendency curves of the MMGRMS and torque values. How-
ever, the coefficient of determination for the mean tendency 
curve of the normalized MMGMPF resulted in a very low value 
(R2=0.195) for the mathematical model of this parameter for 
the population observed. 

With regard to the amplitude of the MMGRMS, when 
looking at the tendency curve of the normalized mean values, 
the signal increases at the beginning of the protocol until it 
reaches 100% of the amplitude of the MMGRMS signal (which 
coincides with the moment that the stimulation intensity 
increases) and peaks when it reaches the current intensity 
needed to generate 30% of MVIC. After this peak, there is a 
reduction in the amplitude for values below 60% and a sub-
sequent torque reduction (Figure 2). At a given point of the 
stimulation, there was a variation in the signal’s tendency 
curve, coinciding with the visualization of fasciculations in 
the anterior medial portion of the thigh, followed by torque 
increase in knee extension. This fasciculation increased the 
amplitude signal of the MMGRMS value (78% of the MMGRMS). 
At the end of the protocol, the MMGRMS values decreased, as 
did the torque signal (below 40%). The coefficient of determi-
nation calculated for the tendency mean curve of the norma-
lized MMGRMS (R2=0.354) was low for the mathematical model 
of this parameter for the evaluated population, however the 
tendency curve of the MMGRMS better represented the pheno-
menon that occurred in the signal, accompanying the torque 
signal in the time domain.

During the application of this protocol of stimulation and 
fatigue, the torque behaved similarly to the tendency curve 
of the MMGRMS. At first, there was an increment in the torque 
amplitude by up to 100% of the measured torque (meaning an 
increase in strength) during the increment in the intensity of 
the current generated by the stimulator. After the peak reached 
by the current to generate 30% of MVIC, there was a decrease 
and stabilization of the torque values during the application of 
the electrical stimulation (below 10%). The moment that fasci-
culation in the anterior medial portion of the thigh and knee 
extension were detected, there was a period of torque increase 
(around 15%). At the end of the protocol, there was a decre-
ase in the tendency torque curve (Figure 2). The coefficient of 
determination calculated for the tendency torque mean curve 
(R2=0.8963) is a high value and allows the mathematical mode-
ling of this parameter for this population and the application of 
the same protocol.
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Discussion 
The strong and prolonged contraction of a muscle leads to 

muscle fatigue, characterized by the inability of the contrac-
tile and metabolic processes of the muscle fibers to maintain 
the same work production (torque reduction)28. Synaptic fa-
tigue is described as the process in which there is insufficient 
accumulation of neurotransmitters in the synaptic cleft to 
trigger and propagate the action potential by means of the 
T-tubules, therefore the motor units are not activated28. There 
are several methods of monitoring muscle fatigue, however 
some of them have limitations concerning their application. 
The local lactate measurement method allows the assess-
ment of metabolic changes after prolonged NMES, but it does 
not allow momentary measurement of synaptic fatigue9. In 
contrast, isokinetic dynamometry is capable of assessing lo-
cal muscle fatigue by measuring torque29, however it cannot 
be used in field research outside the laboratory where the 
equipment is located. EMG has already been described in 
the literature as a method of assessing muscle fatigue during 
NMES application30,31. Nevertheless, preliminary EMG tests 
displayed saturation of the EMG circuit preamplifier due to 
interference of the NMES signal. 

In a study conducted by Tarata27, the author mentioned that 
the EMG can be contaminated by electrical noise and carried 
out an extensive comparison between EMG and MMG in vol-
untary isometric contraction. In this study, the author detected 
a similar evolution both in the EMG and in the MMG, support-
ing the hypothesis that MMG can also represent a decrease in 
muscle activation (characterized by torque reduction) and that 

it can be used to monitor the development of muscle fatigue. 
The MMG signal reflects the mechanical muscle vibrations 
by the spatio-temporal summation of individual muscle fiber 
twitches, which are evoked by motor unit activation by the 
motor neurons27. Because it is a non-invasive method to assess 
muscle function and does not suffer interference from the elec-
trical signal, MMG can be used in a vast array of places, such 
as those under the interference of electrical noise, and during 
the application of NMES protocols. Moreover, the mechanical 
components of the muscle (such as torque and contraction 
speed) are more closely related to the muscle function than to 
its electrical characteristics32.

There is a relationship between the MMG signal and torque 
during voluntary contraction17, and most studies only describe 
the use of MMG in this kind of contraction17,33-35. Only a few 
studies describe the use of MMG during NMES13,23, therefore 
some parameters of MMG application described in the meth-
odology of this article are based on studies that used the tech-
nique during voluntary muscle contraction. Ryan et al.25 and 
Al-Zahrani et al.36 described the application of MMG in the 
assessment of the rectus femoris muscle, suggesting that the 
accelerometer be positioned on the muscle belly and the use 
of double-sided adhesive tape to attach the sensor during the 
isometric contraction of the quadriceps.

In the present study, we assessed the MMG signal during 
the isometric contraction generated by NMES, using the am-
plitude and frequency parameters of this signal (MMGRMS and 
MMGMPF, respectively). A triaxial accelerometer was employed, 
which allowed the comparison of the parameters of all axes and 
the conclusion that, for these conditions and for the muscle 

Figure 2. Tendency curves of MMG signals (RMS and MPF) in relation to torque and normalized to 100%.
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being assessed, axis 3 was the most significant (Figure 1). Most 
of the studies in the literature used less complex sensors to de-
tect monoaxial acceleration10,37,38; however, Al-Zahrani et al.36 
have more recently described the use of triaxial accelerom-
eters, which capture the variations in three axes and allow the 
identification of the axis with the highest acceleration varia-
tion and its correlation with the anatomy of the muscles under 
assessment.

Gobbo et al.13 carried out a study assessing the changes 
detected in the MMG signal during dynamic contractions 
generated by NMES, however this study differs in that it only 
used the parameter related to the amplitude of the MMG sig-
nal and because it used dynamic contractions. Gobbo et al.13 
also carried out a phase of potentialization at 100 Hz prior to 
the stimulation protocol itself (using a 50 Hz current). This 
phase serves to increase the phosphorylation of the myosin 
filaments, causing the contractile filaments of the muscle to 
become more sensitive to calcium39. According to Chou et al.2, 
approximately 300 pulses are necessary to potentialize the hu-
man quadriceps femoris.

Blangsted et al.23 carried out a research which differs from 
the present study in that it used low-frequency electrical stimu-
lation (the stimulation protocol consisted of a 10-second-train 
at 1 Hz, two 2.5-second trains at 20 Hz, and two 2-second trains 
at 100 Hz, with a 30-second rest between the trains) and dy-
namic contractions. The authors observed that the MMGRMS 
signal was better correlated to the torque than to the EMGRMS 
torque in the low-frequency stimulation.

According to the results put forward in the present article, 
there was a significant increase in the MMGRMS value at the be-
ginning of the contraction (reflecting an increase in the activa-
tion of the muscle fibers, possibly due to the growing number 
of active motor units combined with a synchronous firing27) 
followed by a progressive reduction at the end of the effective 
contraction which leads to muscle fatigue. This reduction in 
the MMGRMS value was also reported by Bajaj et al.32 at the on-
set of muscle fatigue.

During the monitoring of the MMGMPF, fatigue was asso-
ciated with the compression of the PSD of the MMG signal 
for the lower frequencies27,40. This displacement of the power 
spectrum to the lower frequencies has been attributed to the 
decline in the action potential conduction speed due to the 
decline in intracellular pH or to the accumulation of extra-
cellular K+ and synchronism in the motor unit action poten-
tials40. The analysis of the MMGMPF tendency curve displayed 
in the results of the present study indicated a downward trend 
of the mean normalized values in the development of muscle 

fatigue. However, because the coefficient of determination 
of the adjustment was very low (R2=0.1949), this parameter 
could not be considered an indication of muscle fatigue dur-
ing the application of the NMES under the same conditions 
of this study. Beck et al.41 described similar results concern-
ing the coefficient of determination (R2=0.258), also suggest-
ing that the MMGMPF parameter would hardly be modeled. 
According to Tarata27, the MMGMPF suffers great oscillation 
in its mean values in the presence of muscle fatigue27. This 
oscillation was also observed in the present study, making it 
difficult to model the MMGMPF parameter. In the literature, 
there was no description of the MMGMPF evolution in the de-
velopment of muscle fatigue during the application of NMES 
and no justification for not using the MMGMPF as an evalua-
tive parameter.

The results put forward in this article partially confirm 
the hypothesis of the existence of changes in the MMG pa-
rameters during the muscle fatigue, because the MMGRMS 
had a similar change to that of the torque. Nevertheless, 
the data found concerning the MMGMPF were inconclusive. 
A better understanding of the variations that occur in the 
MMG signal, and its relationship with the characteristics 
of muscle contraction, will allow the use of this innovative 
technique in the evaluation of NMES rehabilitation pro-
grams. Although new research is still needed to corroborate 
the relationship between the parameters obtained from the 
signal and from muscular physiology, the MMG technique 
has been shown to be a promising alternative to assess 
muscle strength and fatigue. 

By applying the protocol developed for the present study, 
it was possible to conclude that MMG may be applied con-
comitantly to NMES because it does not suffer electrical in-
terference and can be used during functional movements and 
muscle contraction generated by NMES. Changes were identi-
fied in the MMG signal and in torque in the presence of fatigue. 
However, the MMGMPF had little significance in determining 
muscle fatigue during the application of this NMES protocol 
(low coefficient of determination).

During the conduction of this study, limitations were found 
in the NMES equipment. The commercial equipment displayed 
limitations when applied to scientific purposes, such as diffi-
culty manipulating the parameters and manual increment of 
current intensity. Nevertheless, this equipment was the most 
similar to those used in rehabilitation programs. There was 
also difficulty in recruiting healthy individuals with similar 
body type who were willing to take part in the research involv-
ing NMES. 
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